
April 2021 Monthly Worksheet

THE SUN:
starts @ 11 deg Aries

enters Taurus April 19th
ends @ 11 deg Taurus

The Sun SHINES A LIGHT. What houses will the Sun travel through in your chart, and
what areas of life will a light be shined on?

MERCURY:
starts @ 24 deg Pisces
enters Aries April 3rd

enters Taurus April 19th
ends @ 24 deg Taurus

Mercury brings MENTAL FOCUS & IDEAS. What houses will Mercury travel though in
your chart, and what areas of life get your mental focus & new ideas?

starts @ 13 deg Aries
enters Taurus April 14th
ends @ 20 deg Taurus

VENUS:

Venus brings PLEASANT energy, and we can benefit from OTHER PEOPLE. What houses will
Venus travel through in your chart, and what areas of life get the easy energy and help from

others?

Mars is ENERGY & DRIVE. What houses will Mars travel through in your chart, and what
areas of life get extra energy and drive?

MARS:
starts @ 16 deg Gemini

enters Cancer April 23rd
ends @ 4 deg Cancer



New & Full Moons for April 2021:

Aspects are 5 degrees 6 minutes - 9 degrees 6
minutes of:

Conjunction: Scorpio
Sextile: Virgo or Capricorn
Square: Leo or Aquarius
Trine: Cancer or Pisces

Opposition: Taurus

New Moon on April 11th
22 deg 25 min Aries

House the New Moon occurs in & aspects:

Potential impact:

Full Moon on April 26th
7 deg 6 min Scorpio

Aspects are 20 degrees 25 minutes - 24 degrees 25
minutes of:

Conjunction: Aries
Sextile: Gemini or Aquarius

Square: Cancer or Capricorn
Trine: Leo or Sagittarius

Opposition: Libra

House the Full Moon occurs in & aspects:

Potential impact:



April 2021 Jupiter & Saturn:

JUPITER:

What are your Jupiter aspects for the month, and
how may you experience expansion?

 23 - 28 deg Aquarius

Jupiter is the planet of EXPANSION. Conjunctions
expand a LOT, sextiles and trines expand more

easily, squares may expand frustration, and
oppositions can expand to the nth degree.

Aspects are 23-28 degrees of:
Conjunction: Aquarius

Sextile: Aries or Sagittarius
Square: Taurus or Scorpio

Trine: Gemini or Libra
Opposition: Leo

SATURN:
11 - 13 deg Aquarius

Saturn energy RESTRICTS, and he rules RESPONSIBILITY,
GOALS, AND DISCIPLINE. Conjunctions bring super

restriction, sextiles and trines are easy focus, squares are
internal difficulties, and oppositions are external issues.

Aspects are 11-13 degrees of:
Conjunction: Aquarius

Sextile: Aries or Sagittarius
Square: Taurus or Scorpio

Trine: Gemini or Libra
Opposition: Leo

What are your Saturn aspects for the month, and
how may you experience restriction?



April 2021 Outer Planets:

URANUS: 9-10 DEGREES TAURUS

Uranus is the planet of CHANGE. Conjunctions
bring major change, sextiles and trines bring easy

change, squares bring restlessness, and
oppositions bring external forces.

NEPTUNE: 21-22 DEGREES PISCES

Aspects are 9-10 degrees of:
Conjunction: Taurus

Sextile: Cancer or Pisces
Square: Leo or Aquarius
Trine: Virgo or Capricorn

Opposition: Scorpio

Note that you may also feel aspects with planets or
points at 7, 8, 11, or 12 degrees.

Uranus aspects and potential impact:

Neptune energy DISSOLVES and makes things
HAZY. Conjunctions can be very foggy, sextiles and
trines can be creative and imaginative, squares can

make you vulnerable, and oppositions can take
things away.

Aspects are 21-22 degrees of:
Conjunction: Pisces

Sextile: Taurus or Capricorn
Square: Gemini or Sagittarius

Trine: Cancer or Scorpio
Opposition: Virgo

Note that you may also feel aspects with planets or
points at 19, 20, 23, or 24 degrees.

Neptune aspects and potential impact:

PLUTO: 26 DEGREES CAPRICORN

Pluto TRANSFORMS. Conjunctions can bring total
transformations, sextiles and trines gives you control

and power, squares can be unsettling and deep
change, and oppositions can be opposition out of

your control.

Aspects are 26 degrees of:
Conjunction: Capricorn

Sextile: Scorpio or Pisces
Square: Aries or Libra
Trine: Taurus or Virgo

Opposition: Cancer

Note that you may also feel aspects with planets or
points at 24, 25, 27, or 28 degrees.

Pluto aspects and potential impact:

Pluto turns retrograde on April 27th, so aspects may be strongest
around then.



Extra: Planets in Taurus

The Sun, Mercury, and Venus move into
Taurus this month, joining Uranus and

Black Moon Lilith in this sign. Taurus is a
sign of stability and security, and wants
everything to be calm and focused, but

with Uranus in the mix, we've been trying
to achieve this in unconventional ways,
and can make changes to bring stability
and calm (which might make it not-so-

calm at first!).
 

The Sun conjuncts Uranus on April 30th,
Mercury conjuncts Uranus on April 24th,

and Venus conjuncts Uranus on April
22nd, and all are at 10 degrees. This can
stimulate the change energy and make

for some unconventional developments.
 

With Black Moon Lilith in the mix, we can
push for what we believe no matter

what. Lilith already conjuncted Uranus
back in December; the Sun conjuncts

May 13th, Mercury conjuncts April 29th,
and Venus conjuncts May 2nd. This can

stimulate that desire to take a stand (but
we do need to be mindful of our

approach, and watch for stubbornness -
that can be an issue this month!).

How can you improve stability and security
in your life? What changes can you make
that would calm things down? What do
you need to stand up with? Brainstorm:
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